December 12, 2017
Dear Big Sky Horse Park supporter,
The Big Sky Horse Park (BSHP) cross country jump course is a unique and wonderful asset for
equestrians in Western Montana. Many riders gallop and jump the course for pure pleasure while
others enjoy competing at BSHP Mini Events and/or use the course for schooling in preparation
for other venues. In addition many of the jumps are great for schooling trail obstacles such as
down logs and parts of the course are used for the Color My Ride (CMR) Obstable Challenge. The
Mini Events and CMR are important fundraisers for the Park. This year volunteers spent hours
repainting both the stadium jumps and restaining the cross country course. The Park is looking
beautiful!
Continued participation in Mini Events requires that the cross country course be renewed and
updated to remain interesting and challenging to riders and horse alike. Because the BSHP is also
a stepping stone to more challenging venues, the course needs to include jumps that competors
and their horses will see at these other venues. In addition to helping our more advanced riders,
we would like to make the Smurf level jumps at the Park more varied and interesting to help us
grow another generation of eventers. All contributions are tax deductible.
To give an idea of some of the additions we would like to make, pictures below are from the
novice level course at Rebecca Farm. We would like to raise funds to build new jumps as well as
add features to make current Park jumps more visually interesting. The cost of construction of
new jumps averages approximately $1,000 each and ranges from $500-$5,000.
Contributors can sponsor a specific jump or contribute any amounts towards new jumps. If you
have suggestions on specific types of jumps you would like to see or sponsor, please let us know.
Incentives include:
$1,000 or above, lifetime cross-country membership and bronze nameplate on sponsored jump.
$500 Bronze nameplate on jump, one Mini Event entry for one horse
$400 Bronze nameplate on jump, 50% off one Mini Event entry for one horse
$300 Two free event stall days
$200 Bring a friend for a day to ride the cross country course or one free event stall day
$100 Free stadium schooling day
$50 Mini event logo hat
Thank you for supporting your Park!
For more information, please contact Ginny Fay, ginnyfay@montana.com, 406-370-1369
Please send your tax deductible contributions to:
Cross Country Jump Fund
Missoula Horse Council, Big Sky Horse Park
PO Box 3841
Missoula, MT 59806
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